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Thank you, Mr Chair My delegation would like to thank ASG Ms Carole Walnaÿna, Director

Ms Joan Dublnsky and Chair of the ACABQ Mr Carlos Ruiz Massteu, for the presentation of

their respectwe reports

Mr Chair, the Organization's greatest strength comes from the quality of its staff and

management If we are to capitalize on their competence, we need a better performance

management system, for it plays a pivotal role in many human resources management

policies Effectively managing performance not only leads to the delivery of mandates of the

Organÿzation, but also serves as the foundatton for staff selection, mobility, promotion, and

contract renewal It is also linked to one of the causes of staff's recourse to the system of

justice. That is why the Organization has long pursued a fair, credible and well-functioning

performance management system

We take note of the progress made to date, but also recognize the need to achieve

significant improvements in at least two aspects

The first aspect is the credibility of the evaluation results Since performance evaluation is

conducted by people, it can only be subjective  Different evaluators have different

observations, different interpretatÿons and dtfferent judgments If we are to have a credible

system, thereby increasing acceptabdlty by staff, such subjectlwty has to be adequately



checked during the evaluation process One of the fundamental flaws of the current process,

however, is that the ratings on core values and work-related competencles are not counted

towards the overall performance rating In other words, the ratings on each performance

component on the one hand and the overall rating on the other are treated as two separate

concepts Such a process is highly susceptible to an intuitwe evaluation by managers This

is a source of distrust on the evaluation results Therefore, a complementary mechanism is

necessary to assist managers in making more balanced and objectwe judgments The

evaluation process needs to ensure that the overall performance rating Js the result of a

comprehensive reflection of ratings on different jobs done and different competencles shown

That way the final overall rating wilt have its stronger ground for its justification, and, as a

result, the credibility of the evaluation can be ÿncreased

Having said that, Mr Chair, the performance evaluation ÿtself is a tool to use and not an

objective to achieve It provides opportunities for both a manager and his or her staff

members to deepen their understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each other It is

a continuous process that transforms performance of each indiwdual into that of a team and

eventually that of an organization The critical task before us is how to rewve the team-

building function of performance management under the current system

In this regard, my delegation believes that an evaluation on team performance deserves our

consideration The team performance evaluation looks at the collectwe achievements of a

team as a whole. It can be effectwe in inspiring a manager and staff members to achieve as

partners the shared goals and ideals of the team It also places upon managers not only the

responslblhties, but natural opportunities to closely interact with staff members with various

performance levels in order to produce the most harmonious outcome of the team.

That, Mr Chair, is the second aspect of the performance management system that requfres

improvement and my delegation would be happy to engage in detail in the comxng weeks

I thank you, Mr Chair 1END/




